High resolution EEG: a new model-dependent spatial deblurring method using a realistically-shaped MR-constructed subject's head model.
This paper presents a new model-dependent method for the spatial deblurring of scalp-recorded EEG potentials based on boundary-element and cortical imaging techniques. This model-dependent spatial deblurring (MDSD) method used MR images for the reconstruction of the subject's head model, and a layer of 364 radially-oriented equivalent current dipoles as a source model. The validation of the MDSD method was performed on simulated potential distributions generated from equivalent dipoles oriented radially, obliquely, and tangentially to the head surface. Furthermore, this method was used to localize neocortical sources of human movement-related and somatosensory-evoked potentials. It was shown that the new MDSD method improved markedly the spatial resolution of the simulated surface potentials and scalp-recorded event-related potentials. The spatial information content of the scalp-recorded EEG potentials increased progressively by increasing the spatial sampling from 28 to 128 channels. These results indicate that the new method could be satisfactorily used for high resolution EEG studies.